
1. Midjourney Parameters 

Aspect Ratio 

--ar <width:height> 

Chaos 

--chaos <number 0–100> Change how varied the results will be. Higher values produce more unusual 

and unexpected generations. 

Repeat 

--repeat <1–40>, or --r <1–40> Create multiple Jobs from a single prompt. --repeat is useful for quickly 

rerunning a job multiple times. 

Style 

--style <raw> 

--style <cute, expressive, original, or scenic> 

Stylize 

--stylize <number>, or --s <number> parameter influences how strongly Midjourney's default 

aesthetic style is applied to Jobs. 

Weird 

--Weird <number 0–3000> Explore unusual aesthetics with the experimental --weird parameter. 

2. Midjourney Commands 

/ask: Get an answer to a question. 

/blend: Easily blend two images together. 

/daily_theme: Toggle notification pings for the #daily-theme channel update. 

/docs: Use in the official Midjourney Discord server to quickly generate a link to topics covered in this 

user guide. 

/describe: Writes four example prompts based on an image you upload. 

/faq: Use in the official Midjourney Discord server to quickly generate a link to popular prompt craft 

channel FAQs. 

/fast: Switch to Fast mode. 

/help: Shows helpful basic information and tips about the Midjourney Bot. 

/imagine: Generate an image using a prompt. 

/info: View information about your account and any queued or running jobs. 

/shorten: Analyzes the most important tokens in a prompt and gives you ideas to shorten them. 

/stealth: Pro Plan Subscribers: switch to Stealth Mode, making all generations from this point private. 

/public: Pro Plan Subscribers: switch to Public Mode, making all generations from this point on public. 



/subscribe: Generate a personal link for a user's account page. 

/settings: View and adjust the Midjourney Bot's settings. 

/prefer option: Create or manage a custom option. 

/prefer option list: View your current custom options. 

/prefer suffix: Specify a suffix to add to the end of every prompt. 

/show: Use an images Job ID to regenerate the Job within Discord. 

/relax: Switch to Relax mode. 

/remix: Toggle Remix mode. 


